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Introduction

Are you finding it hard to keep up with the consistently 
shifting world of social media?

Having a solid understanding of social media can 
significantly help your businesses performance in 2018. 

In this guide you’ll learn the five important trends that are shaping social 

media marketing and the way businesses operate in 2018. These key 

points are incorporated into the marketing programs COG Digital have 

strategically delivered to assist hundreds of Australian businesses just 

like yours.

We’re experts at building brand equity and ensuring our clients brands win. 

We want your brand and business to win to.

These five lessons help conceptualise social media marketing trends to 

better help your business succeed in an increasingly digital world. These 

five points are crucial to understand if you want your business to stay 

competitive and up to speed.

So, if you’re ready to learn about the five changes in social media that 

will impact business in 2018, keep reading and discover how exceptional 

brands leverage their social media marketing to win online. 
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#1
The Rise of Paid Social 
Media and the Fall of 
Organic Reach.
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It is expected that by 2020, 59% 

of U.S users will access Facebook 

through mobile exclusively. 

 

What does this mean? 

It means in 2018 and beyond, social 

media marketing will be almost 

unparalleled in creating hype for your 

business.

It redefines word of mouth marketing, 

molding an exciting way forward for 

digital marketers.

Social media users will be subjugated 

to higher volumes of ads. As 

consumers interact with their favorite 

brands and products, they will 

naturally share these encounters via 

online word of mouth. 
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This will have two effects. Firstly, as companies realize the importance of 

paid advertisements, the demand for ad space will rise.  

This will eat away at organic reach until it has little impact in the social 

scene. Secondly, companies will need to monitor online conversations on 

their pages. This will result in 24 hour PR becoming a permanent fixture in 

the future.

With the rise of paid social media, it will be crucial for digital marketers to 

post content that is relevant to their target audience, but also specifically 

targeted for the platform it’s being posted on. The type of content that 

would be best suited for Facebook and deliver the best results is extremely 

different from the type of content that you’d use for Instagram.

Businesses not already doing so will learn that hiring an expert for content-

creation and channel management is paramount to their social media 

success. 
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#2
The Emergence Of
New Technologies
And Amazon
Poised For
Attack 
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2017 has been a year of incredible 

technological innovations.

 

These technologies are consistently 

being integrated into the social 

sphere, forcing the way we do things 

to shift constantly. 

Voice search is an emerging force that 

has begun to creep into the social 

marketing space. Certain sites have 

begun to incorporate this technology 

into their e-commerce in an attempt 

to make the purchase decision easier 

for users. For example, the voice 

command of “I feel like pizza” could 

lead to Siri providing you with a list 

of several nearby pizza stores. In the 

future you may be able to actively bid 

to achieve a higher ranking on this 

search.
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Amazon has spent 2017 doing the agency rounds collaboratively working 

on something. This is a red flag to their competitors that something big 

is in the works.

It has been suggested that Amazon will use voice search technology to 

powerfully position themselves in various markets in 2018.

As the online market place becomes dangerously saturated, it will become 

a savage battleground for screen space similar to what has existed in 

traditional supermarkets.

Some additional features Amazon may offer besides voice search will be 

free delivery, same day delivery and even drone delivery.

This should shake the bee’s hive and set the stage for a showdown 

between Amazon, Google, and Facebook for digital ad revenue. 
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#3
ROI Improves
For Businesses 
As Social Media
Surges  
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The link between social media and 

ROI has been tenuous in the past. 

Social media previously was unable 

to successful highlight ROI for 

businesses. 

 

This led to the skeptical perspective 

that as an advertising medium, social 

media is an unreliable platform for 

business revenue. While that may have 

been the original case it is now most 

certainly the opposite. 

Facebook vigorously optimize their 

pixel. Facebook’s pixel once installed 

on your site allows you to track 

campaign performance.
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The pixel allows you to accurately measure conversions and remarket to 

everyone who visits your site, or just to people who visit specific pages 

or take specific actions.

As Facebook continues to develop and improve their pixel, the ROI 

continues to improve for businesses. 

Social media will continue to improve ROI for businesses through 

shoppable posts, making the pathway to purchase shorter and more 

instant. Almost all social platforms will enable sales windows to occur ‘on 

platform’. 
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What does this mean?

This means that social media channels will provide a deeper, more stable 

e-commerce experience and a quicker time to checkout for our shrinking 

attention spans. Instagram’s “swipe up for more” in stories is already 

testing this user behaviour. 

Ecommerce is also being impacted by the rise of digital currencies. Many 

ecommerce merchants are already accepting e-currency such as Bitcoin 

and Litecoin. 2018 may still be a little early for a full fledged integration 

of e-currency with social media but you can be sure it’s heading in 

that direction. Paying bills on social media, booking hotels and impulse 

purchases may become the way consumers make their purchases in the 

future.

Marketing on social media will stimulate instantaneous purchasing made 

simpler with e-currency. 
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#4
Video Content
Is What It’s
All About
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For brand marketing, content 

strategists are rapidly utilizing video 

as their preferred medium over 

pictures. 

Research suggests that video provides 

a much clearer window to engage 

target audiences. This being said, it 

is critical that brand image and video 

content are perfectly aligned. 

Otherwise your target audience 

will feel disconnected from the 

message your video ad is attempting 

to portray. To create a harmonious 

alignment between brand image 

and video content focus on showing 

your product in use rather than just 

showing the product itself.
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To digital marketers surprise, live streaming has proved itself a useful 

marketing tool.

What begun as a novel gimmick has sprung onto the mainstream stage as 

a part of social media marketing. 2018 will undoubtedly see brands both 

big and small using live streaming to capture the attention of followers. 

Facebook and Youtube will continue to dominate as the social networks 

for digital marketers video content. The wave of video content marketing is 

beginning to rise and with it more and more companies will begin to invest 

as the potential value and ROI is realized.

GORUCK, a backpack manufacturer realized the potential of live streaming 

early. They adapted this into their marketing strategy successfully growing 

their business significantly.

They streamed 48-hr coverage of a recent endurance race drawing 

thousands of followers to watch the event. Optimizing video content for 

search engines will be necessary for every company’s digital marketing 

strategy. 
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#5
Instgram Stories –
The Next
Big Thing? 
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Fact – Over 200 million people use 

Instagram stories each month.

 

This is 50 million more than those who 

use Snapchat.

What makes this truly impressive is 

that Instagram stories is just one year 

old.

If Instagram stories continue at this 

projected growth, nearly half of all 

Instagram users will be using stories 

by the end of 2018.  
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As the use of stories grows in popularity, Facebook and Instagram will 

continue to capitalize on it.

It is extremely important for digital marketing strategists and content 

strategists to produce content that is not just posted directly, but also for 

their stories as well. 

Not just Facebook and Instagram have begun to capitalize on the success 

of stories. There are lots of companies and brands using live content to 

get their followers more excited and engaged. Product marketers use 

Facebook Live to do product demonstrations and show videos of real 

people using their product. The use of Instagram influencers has also 

grown significantly. These Instagram influencers are paid to promote 

products and brands to their hundreds of thousands or even millions of 

followers. This is a fantastic way to get people interested in your product 

and engaged with your brand.

Unquestionably 2018 will continue to see the rise of social media 

influencers as they operate neatly with the growth and success of story 

marketing.
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Conclusion
Social media marketing has in the past been laughed at due to it’s 

unreliable nature to track conversions and deliver quantifiable results 

to businesses. However social media platforms such as Facebook and 

Instagram continue to optimise and improve their paid campaign services, 

resulting in an increase in demand for these services. 

When it comes to being successful with social media marketing, it all starts 

with staying up to date with changes in technology and changes in social 

trends. If you don’t have a proven strategy in place, no matter how hard 

you work, you will fail to see the results you deserve.

This information is designed to help your business stay ahead of the curve 

in 2018 and be smarter in your social media marketing. We’ve used insights 

like these to help hundreds of Australian businesses grow.

By incorporating social media into your digital marketing strategy and 

thoroughly understanding current trends you’ll have the skills to transform 

this knowledge into winning online results in 2018. 

Just don’t forget, once you begin to utilise these methods into your social 

media marketing, be prepared for success! 
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Claim your free 30-minute
strategy session

Getting the stuff in this report right is the only way to start 
becoming super successful with your digital marketing.

If you’re serious about dominating your market and maximizing — 
down to the last dollar — your digital advertising ROI, 

you must understand these five things.

We’ve given you what you need to get started. But if you have any 
questions, or would like our help on implementing any of the above, 
get in touch today. Even better, for a limited time we’re offering you 
a 30-minute strategy session where we’ll discuss your business goals 

and challenges.

Please note this is not a sales call. You will be speaking with one of 
our highly experienced Digital Marketing Strategists, not a salesman.

But if you are ready to turbo-charge your business and push your 
profits book your FREE strategy session call now. (02) 9523 6007

By the way we recommend you book quickly. COG Digital Marketing 
Strategists only have a limited number of slots available for free 

sessions each month and they’re filling up fast.

Our accounts department is threatening to shut this offer down due 
to the amount of free hours we are burning. So get in now before 

we have to start billing the standard studio rates again.
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